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SUMMA.RY 
Princ iples for designlng the optimum hull for a large long-
range flying boat to meet the requirements of seavlOrthiness, min~mum 
drag, and ability to t~ke off and land a t all operational gross 
loads were incorporated in a l.,-size povTered d.ynamic model of a 12 
four-engine transport flying , boat ha.ving a design groi:3s load 
of 165, 000 pounds . T'hes E: design principles included the selection 
of a moderate beam loading) ample foreb ody l ength, sufficient depth 
of step, 8....11d close adherence to the form of a streamline body . 
The aerodynamic and' hydrodynamic characteristics of the model 
were inves t:i gated in Langley tank no. 1. Tests w'ere made to determine 
the minimum allm.rable depth of step for adequate landing stability, 
the suitability of the for e -and -aft location of the step, the t ake-
off performance, the spray characteristics, and the effects of 
simple spray -control devices . The teat results indicated that : 
Landing sta'bili ty was satisfactory vri th a depth of step of 9 percent 
beam at the centroB,; the hydrodynamic center-of-gravi ty range for 
stable take-ofls VIas satisfactory as t o extent and posttion with 
respect to the stable flight range desired; the take -off performance 
wa.s satisfactory for the power loading assumed; the relation of the 
proportions to the design loading of the hull was correct for 
satisfactory spray characteristics; and large overloads were 
possible with relatively simple spray-control devices . The 
application of the design criterions used and test results should 
be useful in the preliminary design of similar large flying boats . 
INTRODUCTION 
In reference 1, prinCiples for designing the optimum hull for 
a large long-range flying boat were proposed to meet the requirements 
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of seaworthiness, minimum dras, and ability to take off and land 
at all operational gross loads. These principles included t~ 
selection of a moderate beam loading, ample forebody length, 
sufficient depth of otep, and close adherence to the form of a 
streamline body. 
Figure 5 of reference 1 shows the lines of an experimental 
hull form ll1ustraUng the application of the proposed principles. 
This form has since been incorporated in a powered dynamic model 
of a four-engine transport flying boat. LanfSJey tank mo~el 180, 
and has been te s ted in Langley tank no . 1. 'l'he investigation 
inclu.ded the determination of the aerodynamic lift and pitching 
moment, take-off and landing stability, spray characteristics, and 
excess thrust of the powered model. 
The present paper 8ummar :!.zes the results of the tests for use 
in the applics,tion of the hull 'lines to the design of similar 
airplanes. This paper also further illustrat es the procedure for 
the design of flying-boat hulJs outlined i n reference 1 and redefines 
the hydrodynamic cri terions used in the Langley tanles for evaluating 
depth of ventilation of the step, fore-and -aft location of the s t ep, 
and effectiveness of devices for control of cpr ay . The modifications 
investigated are typical of small changes in hul l l :i..nes that offer 
the possibility of large improvements in the hydrodynamic character-
istics if their effects are judged in the terms of t he pertinent 
full-size performance criterlons. 
k 
SYr~OLS 
load coeffic ient ' ( - ~- -) 
\ wb3 I (60 \ 
gross-load coefficient \~Wb3) 
epeed coeffici ent 0~k-) 
forebody-spray coefficient 
aerodynamic lift coefficient 
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aerodynamic :pitching-moment coefficient (1 M_~~ 
"2tJS V-c) 
Te effective thrust, pounds (T - .till :: Dc + R) 
,"There 
b maximum beam over chines, f eet 
C mean aerodynmnic chord (N.A.C . ) , feet 
D drag of model without propeller s, pounds 
c 
6D increase in drag due to slipstream, pounds 
6 load on water, pounds 
6
0 
gross load, p01mds 
g acceleration of gr avity , feet per second per second 
Lf length of forebody from bow t o step centroid, feet 
M aerodynamic pitching moment, pound -feet 
R measured r esultant hori zontal force with power on, pounds 
p densi ty of air, slugs per cubic foot 
S area of wing, 8~uare fee t 
T propeller thrust, pounds 
3 
V carriage speed, feet per second (a:ppr ox . 95 percent of airspeed) 
w specific weight of water. pounds per cubic foo t (63.2 for 
these tests; usually taken as 64 for sea water) 
ther symbols used are 
5e elevator deflection, degrees 
Of flap deflection, degrees 
T trim, degrees (angle bet,,,een base line of hull and water 
plane) 
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DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
OVer-All. Design 
Langley tank model leo represents a long-range transport seaplan, 
powered by four 3,000-norsepower engines and having a design gros6 
load of 165,000 pounds. Such a seaplane should be seaworthy in 
sheltered waters and moderate open-s~a conditions, should have a 
considerable range of hydrod.Jnamic as well as aerodynamic stable 
positions of the center of gravity to accommodate a variety of 
loading conditions, and should be capable of overloading for 
economy on long over-ocean flights. The hydrodynamic design generally 
should be conservative to allow for the variety of operating 
conditions encountered in long-range commercial service without undue 
impairment of the primary functions of the airplane . 
A perspective drawing of the type of airplane represented by 
model 180 is shown in fig\~e 1; the aerodynomic and propulsive 
characteristics and hull dimensions for its design are given in 
1 table 1. The general arrangement of the mod.el, which is 12full 
Size, is shown in figure 2. 
Hull Design 
The hull was designed according to the procedure of reference 1 
after the general specifications and over-all design had been 
determined. 
Beam. - The beam ,ros selected to give a satisfactory functional 
width of fuselage for the type of airplane and to give a value of 
the gross -load coefficient (beam loading) near the upper limit 
recommended in reference 1 for conventional length-beam raUos. From 
the expression for gross -loe.d coefficient 
6 0 
C60 = -wb:f 
the beam of 15 feet and the destgn gross load of 165,000 pounds 
correspond to a C6 of 0·76. 
o 
In considering the des ign wing and pm.,er loadings, some over-
loading sholud be anticipated in the airplane design in order to make 
operation possible under extreme loading conditions . If an overload 
gross load of 185,000 pounds is assumed, the gross-load coef~icient 
becomes 0.86, which is still within the range of those currently used 
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for conventional hulls . The actual hydrodynanl1c limit in load 
depends on the spray char acteristics end stability of the specific 
configuration, as well as the power loading, and. is a subject f or 
additional investigation both 1n the tank and af ter the airpl ane 
1s placed in operation . 
Length. - The l ength of the for ebody was selected to provide 
a satisfactory functional length of fuselage ahead of the center 
of ,r avity, and a conservative length -beam ratio for the gross - . 
load coefficient was chosen to insure adequate spray control and 
seavror thiness at low speeds. From the follovTing relation from 
refer ence 2 
5 
the for ebody length-beam ratio of 3 .4 gives a va.lue of k of 0 .066 
for the des lgn gr oss l oad, which, from experience "Ti th sim:i lar 
configurati ons, insures sufficient length of fo:'ebody . The overload 
gross load correspond to a value of k of 0.07h, iThich was ,.,i thin 
t he ac cepted. r ange in r eference 2 for an over load condJ ti on, although 
not the value recow~ended for the design ccnditicn . 
'l'he afterbody length -beam r atio of 2 .5 was selected arbi trar lly 
from previous experience . This value 'vas checked by a preliminary 
l oad water-line calculat ion t o insure sufficient buoyancy aft of 
the center of gravity and to insure longitudinal stability for the 
static condition . The length-beam ratio of fcrebod' plus afterbody 
therefore is 5.9, which is r epr esentative of deeign practice for t he 
assUIDgd gr oss-load coefficient . 
De.pth . - The depth of the hull \Vas chosen from experience wt th 
a simi lar model to correspond t o a height of the buried wing root 
that gives satisfactory clearance from spray for the propeller s and 
flaps . The depth of the hull is also suitable for ti1e l ayout of 
two full decks , which would be desirable for a transpor t fuselage 
of the size represented . 
step. - As sta ted in reference 1, a 300 V-step was selected i n 
pr efer ence to a transverse step on the basi s that less mean depth 
would be required for adequate landing stabil ity . ~~e forebody 
anci afterbody lengths are then r eferred to the center of gravity 
of the step plan form (centroid) . A tentative depth of step 
of 6·5 percent beam at the centr oid was selec ted with the assumption 
that the final depth would be based on the l anding stability of 
the model . The re~ative fore -and -aft location of the step and 
wing was selected so t hat a line from the step centr oid to the 
mean design location of the center of gravity (30 percent M.A.C. ) 
I 
L 
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makes an angle of 120 with the vertical. · This angle is the same 
as the estimated angle of trim for a full-stall landing as proposed 
in reference 1, with the assumpticn that the final location of the 
step would be based on the take-off stability of the model, 
particularly the location of the forward limit of stable pOSitions 
of the center of gravity. 
Angle betvTeen forebody and afterbody keels. - The angle betw'een 
the keels has a marked effect on the trim and spray at taxiing 
speeds. The value of 70 used is a good compromise for most 
flying-boat hulls to give satisfactory trims up to the hump speed 
and acceptable resistance at speeds approaching take-off . 
Sha1?e. - The lines of the hull are shown in figure 3 and 
detailed offsets of the form are given in table II . Since the 
height of hull at the wing root is greater than the maximum beam, 
the basic form of the hull for minj.mum drag '.vas ta."ken as a streamline 
body with elliptical cross sections to whlch the forebody and 
afterbody planing surfaces were added and blended as harmoniously 
as possible by means of dru,ving-board layouts . The plan form of the 
hull' and the var iaMon of the minor axes of the ellipses are the 
same as the thickness variation of the ·NACA 00 series of airfoils 
(fig. 1 of reference 3). The ratio of the major to the minor axis 
of the cross section has a constant value of 1. 35. The mean line 
of the elliptical body (loci of the centers of the ellipses) is 
curved upw'ard aft of the maximum section to give the desired deck 
line aft of the wing and the desired vertical location of the 
tail root. 
The forebody planing bottom at the maximum beam, station 9, 
has an angle of dead rise of 200 at the keel excluding chine flare 
and an angle of dead rise of approximate]y 17.50 including the chine 
flare. The buttocks in this area are straight and parallel f or 
approximately 1.5 beams forward of the step centroid. Forward of the 
planing bottom the angle of dead r ise increases to about 500 at the 
forward perpendicular,and the bottom sections are f aired to give 
straight or slightly concave water lines near the bow. 
The afterbody bottom has straight-line -bottom sections with 200 
dead rise. The tail extension above and aft of the sternpost is 
faired to give easy water lines and to blend into the basic ' 
elliptical body at the t a il root. 
The use of the streamline plan form and elliptical topsides . 
results in over-all form which .presumably has a relatively low 
aerodynamic drag for the dimens ions and proporti'ons a.eri ved. 
Modifications for a.daptation to the final design such liS the addition 
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of the :pilot's canopy J falrtng of the "toTing root, and widening of the 
plan form aft for structural rigidity of the tail extension are 
outside the scope of the prelilnlnary design and would not have 
a large effect on the results presented in this paper. 
The PO',Tered Dynamic Model 
Photographs of moo.el leo are shown in figure 4. The model 
was constructed of balsa and plywood and ",as powered with four 
variable-frequency alternating-current motors ins ta.lled in the 
nacelles and driving four -blade _yoodon propellers. 
The model was fitted with leading-edge slats to obtain an 
anBle of stall equal to that estirnateo, for the full-size "ring 
and with movable elevators controlled from the observer's seat 
on the towing carriage. The flaps were of the simple split type 
extending over 51.6 percent of tho wing span and having a 
chord 21.5 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. 
The hull had a horizontal parting line and a removable step 
section to facilitate changes in the hull bottom durir~ the tes ts. 
The hull was equipped with racks for lead ballast and f i ttings 
for various locations of the towing pivot from 20 to !~2 percent 
of the mean aerodynamic chord. 
The pitching moments of inertia of the ballasted model were: 
I Pivot pOJ i tion (per cent M.A .C.) 
20 
40 
' Mom.ent of inertia I 
(slug -ft2) ___ j 
8·7 
10·3 j 
The total weight of the ballasted model and towing staff was somewhat 
greater than the scale design gross load; therefore, tests requiring 
complete dynamiC similarity were made at the scale overload gross 
load without the use of counterweights. 
GENERAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
The tests of Langl~ tank model 180 were made in Langley tank 
no. 1, which is described' '!in reference 2~. The apparatus al1d procedures 
used for the towing of powered dynamic models are described in 
references 5 and 6. In general, the model was run at the 6-foot water 
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level under the center of the towing carriage where -the -air flow 
is parall'3l to the ,,'ator surface and the airspeed is app oxi -
mately 5 percent higher than the carrtage spedd . The model was 
free to trim about the pivot, which is located at its bal lasted 
center-of-gravity position, end was free to reove vertically but 
was Y-estrai ned in rell and yaw. r he towing gear was connected to 
the resistance dJTIa~ometer ~hich m asures the net horizontal 
for ce applied to the mod_51 by the gea:..~ . A vlew of the model 
setup on the towing apparatus is shown in figure 5. 
AERODYNAI-tiIC CIIJI..RACTERISrrrCS _ 
Effective Thrust 
The effective thrust, defined as the propeller thrust minus 
the increase in ' ra5 dl:e to slipst .... ~eam, was determined at various 
speeds throu~hout the take -of f range i>li t...'-; the model s upported in 
th", air so that its center of gJ.~avi ty "ras L 3 beams a'oove the 
'\-later. This thrust was calculatod from t be relation 
Te := T - 6D := Dc + R 
The effective thrus t thus determined for tho model at the full -
power ccndition i s plotte~ aga inst speed in figure 6 and is shown 
together ori th the esti"1l8.ted. sca le thrust for the assumed full-
size el~giI:es and. propellars . 
Lift ru: d F::.. tching Moment 
Values of the 11ft and pitching moment were determined at 
various speeds and trims w-i th the mwel in the air in the same 
posltion as for the de termination of the thrust . 'l'he moments 
¥lere- taken about Ii pi Yotpoint l ocated at 21.~ percent of the mean 
aerodynan:1.c chord . The dlita fr em the tests with full power are 
plotted agains t speed in fig'.lre 7. Data with and "loTi thout power 
IJlotted in coeffici en t form agains t trim for a speed of 3-5 feet 
pe-r second are shown in fig-..rre 8, These results are "typical for 
lll'J.tiengiTle configurati ons in the take-off range and lllustrate 
the l a.rg3 effec t of pov.er on the coeffic i ents . Tbe results also 
incl ude the ground effect dUE; tv the proximity of the wate:c which 
decreases the t!.qwmlash and. constr i cts the "llpstr eam flmr urlder the 
rr.odeL 
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HYDRODYNAMIC LONGITODINAL STABILITY 
Landing Stability 
The landing stability was investigated at various l~~ding 
trims by flying the model at the desired trim and then uniformly 
decelera ttng the towing carriage to " s imula te the landing rna,nenver . 
The resulting variations in trim and r ise .. rere recorded on wax 
paper by a stylus attached to the model, and the records obtained 
were used as an indication of the landing stability. 
9 
Landings of the original configuration, Langley tank model lBo , 
with the center of gravi ty at 30 and. 40 percent of the mean 
aerodJTIamic chord, were made at a rate of deceleration of 2.5 feet 
per second per second with the flaps in the landi ng positJon and 
wi th the propellers wlndmilling. The results are shown in figure 9 . 
The model was unstable during landings a t trims above 50 (a.fterbody 
keel parallel to the water surface), indicating that the depth of 
step was inadeQ.uate for complete ventilation. The depth of step 
was therefore increased from 6.5 to 9.0 percent beam at the 
centroid by lowering the forebody. 
Tests of the model with the deeper step, Langley tank model lBo-l, 
were made under the same conditions except that t he deceleration 
was reduced to 1.0 foo t per second per second, and "the results are 
shown in figure 10 . The effect of the modification i'las to 
eliminate mos t of the instabIlity shown in fIgure 9. 
The landi ng s tabi l ity of model lBo-I wi t h the center of gravity 
at 40 percent mean aerodynami c chord and at the overload gross 
" load is sho .. m in fi~ure 11. The re cords in figures 10 and 11 indicate 
that with adequate depth of step the pos ition of the center of gravity 
and the gross load have little effect on the landing characteristics. 
Trim Limits of Stability 
Since longitudinal stability characteris tics are commonly 
evaluated in terms of the trim limits of stabiHty, these limits 
wi thout power were determined at the a,esign gross load for both 
models leo and 180 -1 and are shown in figure 12, IncreaSing the 
depth of step to insure adequate landing stability raised both 
branches of the upper limit and reduced the spread between the 
two branches, at speeds just before get-away, from 4.50 to 1.50 , 
At high speeds, the stable range of trim between the 101..rer limit 
and upper limit, decreasing trim, for model lBo-l was about 70 • 
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The trim limits of stability fur model 180-1 with power 
and at the overload corresponding to 185,000 pounds are shown 
in figure 13. The spread between the two branches of the 
upper limit and bet1veen the upper and lover trim limits is 
approximately the same as for the trim limits . vri thout power at 
the design gross load. The trim limits of model 180~1 with 
and without power are plotted nondimensionally in figure 14. 
Take -Off Stability 
The ranGe of stable position of the center of gravity of 
model leo -1 vas determ.:ined by making take -offs vri th power at 
various positions of the center of gravity and several elevator 
deflections. In these tests a l.mifo~"'IU rate of acceleration 
of 1.0 foot per second per second was used . Representative trim 
tracks and their relation to the trim l imits of stability are 
presented in figure 15 for vari.ous posi.tions of the center of 
gravity over the anticipated t ake-of£' r ange . The results are 
summarized in figure 16 as a plot of mBximum ampli tude of p0rpoising 
against positi on of the center of gravity. This f i gure indicates 
that stable take-offs could be made with a fixed elevator deflection 
of -200 at pOSitions of the center of gravity from 2~. to 37 percent 
mean aeroc1.ynamic chord. A cross plot of elevator deflection required 
for stable take-off against posi t i on of the center of gravity is 
shovffi j.n figure 17. stable take -offs with fixed elevator deflections 
were possible at all practicable positions of the center of gravity, 
and elevator control was also available for recovery in the event 
that porpoising occurred. The otable r ange of position of the 
center of gravity for take -off of model 15J -1 w'as larger than for 
. most models tested in the Langley tanks . The location of the stable 
range of the model for te.ke -off VTi th r espect to the stable rBllge 
for flight vla S satisfactory; the:. efore , no fore-and-aft movement of 
the step was required. 
HYDRODYNAMIC Tf~:KE -OFF PERFORMANCE 
The re s istance characteristics of th6 model at t rlms and 
loadings corresponding to take-off power were investigated by 
measuring the excess' thrust availabie for acceleration with the 
propelie!s develop.ing the scale effective t hrust shov.'Il ln figure 6. 
This thrust ,vas made eQual to the estimated value at each speed by 
adjusting the revolutions per . minute . . The model was tested at the 
des ign: sross load with the flaps in t ake "off position and with 
several deflections of the elevators in order to include trim 
for maximum excess thrust. 
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The excess thrust and trim of Langley tank models 180 and 180-1 
are presented in f i gures 18 and 19 , respectively. These curves have 
been .:plotted so tha t they have the same general shape as the 
r esistance curves used for take-off computati ons . A comparison of 
s imi lar curves for both models ind.icates t ha t the i ncrease in depth 
of s tep r aised t he hu!np trim approximately 10 and slightly increased 
the h~~p r esistance . When maximum excess thrust is ~sed, model 180 
r equi res a take-off t ime of 53 seconds and a take-off distance 
of 4, 100 f ee t; whereas the take-off time of T ...angl ey tank model l8o-l 
is 54 s econdS and the take-off distance i s 4,300 f eet (full size). 
SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS 
Basic Configura tion 
The spra;y characteristi cs were investigated by making constant 
speed illld accel erat ed runs with ful l power wld with the propellers 
windmilllng in order to o'bserve the eff8ct of power. Photographs 
were taken ·of the spray in t he propellers and of the flow of water 
around the af t erbody and tail extension during the constant -speed 
runs, and moti on pictures were taken during the accelerated runs · 
for additional study. For the power-on tests, the propellers were 
driven at a constant value of 4,000 rpm, which was a mean value 
for development of scale thrust throughout the speed range. 
Photographs of the bow spray of Langley tank model lfu-l, over 
a speed range in which the bow spray enters the propellers, are 
presented in f igure 20 for gross loads corresponding to 165,000 
and 185, 000 pounds. The spray characteristics of model lfu -l and 
model 180, which had 0.37 lnch less clearance between the propeller 
di.sks and the water because of the shallower step, were approximately 
the same. At the gross load corresponding to 165,000 pounds, only 
light spray entered the propellers with full power over a speed 
range from 11.0 to 14 .5 feet per second . At the overload condition 
corresponding to 185,000 pounds, the amount of spray in the propellers 
i ncreasAd, but t he spray characteris tics were still acceptable 
(fig , 20). The amount of spray s triking the flaps at the design 
gross 10ad was light, both with full power and with propellers 
'iindmilling. 
On both models 180 and lfu-l, water from the afterbody flowed 
up the sides of the tail extension and wet~ed the Q~der surface of 
the horizontal tail a t approximately hump speed (fig. 21). This 
c0ndi tion was slightly worse iii th the propellers windmilling than 
with full power . 
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Modifications for Spray Control 
Ta.i l-extension, breaker stri]s.~ The addition of breaker strips, 
shown in fi gu:ce 22, to the tail extension (Langley tank model leo -2) 
was effective in pl'even"ting the water from wotting the sides of the 
t ai l extens i on or t he hori zontal tai l. Photograpils showing the flow 
of ,vat.er aX'ound the tail extension f or model 180 -2 are presented 
i !l fi g-are 23 and may be compared with similar photographs shown in 
figure 21 f or model leo-l. The f OI'mation of a planing surface on the 
t ail ,~xtens ior! (Langley tank model 180 -3 ~ , shown in figure 22 (b) ) 
",as almos t as eff ective in deflecting the water as were tho breaker 
stri ps . 
fcrebod~spr~ stripg. - Although the cow spray characteristics 
of models leo and. leo-l wore considered satisfactory at the design 
gross load, i nboard spray stri,ps were added to the forebody 
(Langley tank model 180-4) t o observe their effectiveness in reducing 
the propeller and flap spray at overloads. The spray strips, shown 
in fi~xre 24, were added without increasing the beam of the model. 
Wi th the strips on the model, no spray entel'ed the propellers up 
to a load corresponding to 200,000 pounds (fig. 25). No water 
s truck the f l aps ,,,i th full power at the load corresponding 
to 185,000 pounds and only light spray struok the flaps at the load 
corresponding to 200 , 000 pounds . The addition of plasteline fairing, 
sho~~ in figure 24, to the spray strips (Langley tank model leo-5) 
did not appear to reduce their effectiveness in preventing the spray 
from entering the propellers or striki ng the flaps . 
Effect of spray-control device s on stability and take-off 
~rfolmance,- Breaker s t rips on the tail extension had no appreciable 
effect on either the take-off performance or the stability 
characteristics. 
The addition of inboard forebody spray strips increased the 
. 1 0 
range of s table trim by lowering the lower liIni t approximately "2' 
A similar trend in the l ower limit has been observed when the chine 
flare of ~~otheT model ~~s increased. Within the accuracy of the 
tes t s, the forebody spray strips had no appreciable effect on the 
upper trim limits , on the range of stable position of the center of 
gravity for take-off, on the landing stability, or on the resistance. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the tank investigation of Langley tank model 180 
indi cate further the validity of the hyd-~c deSign principles 
I 
J 
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used, and illustrate the hydrodynamic performance criterions employed 
at the Langley tanks for evaluating the merit of the proposed hull 
form. ~1e significant conclusions regarding the desi~1 of the long-
range transport flying boat investigated may be summarized as follows: 
1. A depth of step of 9 percent beam at the centroid was 
required for satisfactory landing stabil1 ty and reco'very from 
uppel' -limi t porpoising. 
2. Th~ hydrodynamic cen~er-of Mgrayi ty range for stable take-
0ffs .. Tas 6atlsfac-tory A.S to extent and location vlith respect to 
the stable flight range desired. W:th fixed 91evators, stable 
take-offs were ~ossible over a range of position of the center of 
gravi ty of approximately 13 percent meaa aerod.ynam1c chord. 
3. The take-off performar.ce was satisfactory for the power 
loading assumed. The take-off time was approximately 54 seconds 
and the take-off distance was approximately 4,300 feet at a gross 
load corresponding to 165,000 pounds. 
4. The relation of the proportions to the design loading of 
the hu~l was correct for satisfactory spray characteristics. Over-
loads up to a gross load corresponding to 200,000 pounds were 
possible with relatively s imple spray-control devices . 
5. Favorable hydrodynamic characteristics were obtained with-
out departing widely from the desirable aerodynamic form of hull 
compatible vTi th an effiCient oVer-all design. 
These conclusions are believed to make the hull lines and the 
associated tank data of general interest and should be useful in the 
preliminary design of large flying boats of the mod.el 120 type. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisor y Commi ttee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va . , November 29 , 1946 
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TABLE I. - LANGLEY TANK I-KlDEL 180 - AERODYNAMIC AND 
PROPULSIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND HULL DIMENSIONS 
General: 
DeSign gross load, Ib . 
Wing area, sq ft 
Take-off horsepower 
Wing load1ng, lb/sq ft 
Power loading, Ib/hp 
Wing: 
Span, ft ......•.. ' .. . . 
Root chord, ft (NACA 23020 section) 
Tip ohord, ft (NACA 23012 section) 
Angle of wing setting to base line, des 
Mean aerodynamic chord (M.A.C.), ft 
Leading edge, M.A.C. 
Aft of bow, ft 
Above baee 11ne, ft 
Flaps, (!pl1 t 
Sem1.epan, ft 
Chord, ft 
Take-off deflection , des 
Landing deflect1on, deg 
Horizontal tail surfaces: 
Span, ft . . . . . . 
Leading edge at root 
Aft of bow, ft 
Above base line, ft 
Area of stabilizer, sq ft 
Area of elevator, sq ft 
Total area, sq ft . 
Angle of etabilizer to base line, de 
Dihedral, des 
Propellers: 
Number 
Blades 
Diameter, ft ' .....•. 
Blade angle, (3/4 radius), des 
Full power, rpm ....... . 
Angle of thrust line to base line , des 
Center line of inboard propellers 
above base 11ne, in •...•..... 
Hull: 
Maximum beam, ft 
Length of forebody. ft 
Length of afterbody, ft 
Length of tail extension, ft 
Over -all length, ft . .. . . . . 
Angle of main step (V-type). des 
Depth of step at keel, in. 
Depth of step at centrOid, in. 
Angle of fore body keel, deg 
Angle of afterbody keel, des 
Angle betwsen keels, deg 
Angle of dead r1se at step, deg 
Excluding chine flare 
Including chine flare 
Full eize 
165. 000 
3,68:3 
124000 4,9 
13·7 
200 
27·96 
9·36 
5 ·5 
20.12 
42.14 
18.88 
51.6 
4·33 
30 
55 
61.67 
105·9 
24·5 
438.4 
384.6 
823.0 
3 ·0 
8.0 
4 
4 
17·67 
5·5 
254·5 
15·0 
51.0 
37·5 
35 ·99 
124.49 
30 
15·96 
1l·76 
2.0 
5·0 
7·0 
20.0 
17·5 
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Modell&:> 
..!.. full size 12 
94·3 
25.58 
2.01 
3·69 
46·9 
16·7 
2·33 
0.78 
5·5 
1.68 
3 ·51 
1 ·57 
4·30 
0·36 
30 
55 
5·14 
8.83 
2.04 
3 ·04 
2.67 
5 ·71 
3 ·0 
8.0 
4 
4 
1.47 
16 
4,000 
5·5 
21.2 
1.25 
4 .25 
3·12 
3 ·0 
10 .38 
30 
1·33 
0.98 
2.0 
5·0 
7·0 
20.0 
17·5 
15 
Half 
Half- max. 
Station Distancs beam beam Major 
aft of at (min. axis WL \oIL 
F.P. chine axis) 1 2 
F.P . 0 0 0 0 
~ 2.12 2·74 2 .74 3·71 2 
1 4.25 3·77 3·77 5·10 
2 0·50 5·03 5·03 6.01 
3 12 ·75 5·91 5·91 0.00 0·55 
4 17·00 0·50 0·50 o. o:l 1.40 
5 21.25 6·92 6 .92 9·36 2.22 
~ 25·50 7.21 7·21 9·76 0.26 2:92 
7 29·75 7. 30 7. 30 9.90 0 ·71 3·44 
8 34 ·00 7·40 7·40 10.12 1.13 3·tl6 
9 38.25 7· 50 7· 50 10.15 1.53 4.29 
10 42·50 7·45 7·45 10.08 1.92 4.64 
11 46·75 7· 34 7 ·34 9·94 2.]2 5·05 
12 51.00 7·20 7.20 9·74 2·75 
13 55 .25 6·97 7·01 9. 48 
14 59 ·50 6.61 6·79 9·19 
15 63.75 6.10 6 ·53 8.84 
16 68.00 5· 35 6.23 8.44 
17 72·25 4.46 5·93 8.02 
18 76·50 3· 46 5 ·57 7· 54 
19 !b .75 2·35 5.20 7· 04 
20 8') .00 1.14 4.80 6·50 
Stern -
post 88·50 0 4.46 6.03 
22 93 ·50 3.94 5·34 
23 97·75 3·49 4·72 
24 102 .00 3·00 4.06 
25 106.25 2· 51 3·40 
26 110·50 2.01 2·72 
27 114,75 1.47 2. 00 
2tl 119 ·00 0 ·93 1.26 
A.P. 124 .49 0 0 
TABLE II. - HULL OFFSETS OF LANGLEY TANK )(JOEL 180 
WL \oIL WL \oIL WL \oIL \oIL \oIL 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 .19 0.78 1.61 2·74 2·74 
0 .63 1 ·34 2.42 3·77 3·77 3·77 
0 .62 1.59 2· 59 4.42 5·03 5·03 5·03 5·03 
1.90 3·22 5·91 5·91 5·91 5-91 5·91 5·9l. 
3.20 5.22 0." 0· 50 1 0 .50 6·50 6·50 6·50 
4.61 16.92 6.92 6·92 16.92 6·92 6·92 6·92 
5· 6tl 7. 21 7.21 7.21 7·21 7.21 7.21 7·21 
16.00 7.30 7.30 7.30 7. 30 7.30 7.30 7 ·3l:l 
7·40 7·4tl 1·118 7·48 :7 ·4!l l7· 48 7·4tl 7 ·~tl 
7·50 1·50 7·50 7· 50 7 ·50 7 ·50 7·50 7·50 
7.45 7·45 7·45 7·45 7 ·45 7·45 7·45 7·45 
7. 34 7· 34 7·34 7· 34 7 ·34 7·34 7· 34 7·34 
7,20 7.20 7.20 7·20 7.20 7·20 7.20 7·20 
16.97 16.90 16.99 7·00 7·00 7·00 7·00 
6.65 6. 68 6·70 6·71 6·74 6·77 
6.13 6.20 6 .26 6·31 6· 39 6:46 
5·41 5·55 5·69 5. 81 5.94 16.08 
4.58 4·79 5.01 5.24 5·49 5·7l. 
3·61 3.94 4.27 4· 59 4.91 5.24 
2·59 3·00 3·45 3·86 4· 30 4·70 
1.46 1.96 2.49 3·01 3·5~ 4.10 
0 .45 1.03 1.63 2.21 2.86 3·48 
0 .24 0·90 1.61 2·36 
0· 36 1.17 
Half-breadths 
WL \oIL WL \oIL WL WL 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
2·70 2.46 1·92 0 .52 
3.74 3·57 3·22 2.64 1·57 
5·01 4.88 4.64 4.24 3·68 2.81 
5. 88 5. 78 5·57 5.26 4.81 4.18 
6.40 16.39 6.21 5·92 5·53 14.99 
16.90 16.81 6.64 6·37 6.00 5·52 
7.20 7·11 6· 95 6·70 6·35 5 ·i:l9 
7·30 7·20 7·11 6. tl7 6·54 16.0tl 
7·46 7.30 7.22 6.90 6.64 6.21 
7. 48 7·40 7.24 7·00 6.67 6.24 
7·43 '7· 36 7·21 6.97 6.64 6.21 
7· 33 7·26 7·11 6.88 6·56 6.14 
7.20 7·13 7· 00 6.78 6.47 6.05 
7·0a. i6·96 16. tl4 16.64 16.33 5·93 
6.78 6·76 6.66 6.46 6.18 5·79 
6·52 6·52 6.43 6.27 5·99 5·62 
6.20 6.23 6.17 6.01 5·77 5· 42 
5.86 5·91 5·8<; 5·77 5·55 5.21 
5·45 5·56 5·56 5·46 5.27 4·96 
5·00 5·15 5.20 5· 14 4·99 4·70 
4.46 4-69 4·79 4·77 4.65 4.40 
3·95 4.21< 4.42 4.45 4·37 4.15 
3·02 3·53 3·82 3.94 3.91 3·75 
2.04 2·79 3.21 3·44 3·49 3.38 
0.68 i.66 2 .4'5 2.82 2·99 2·96 
0.11 1·3 2.10 2.43 2·50 
0·90 1.71 1. 99 
0.20 1. 27 
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WL \oIL \oIL 
17 18 19 
1.12 
3·30 1.75 
4.27 3·23 1.23 
4.88 3·99 2.66 
5·2tl 4.49 3·36 
5·51 4·75 3·70 
5·6'5 4·90 '3·90 
5·68 4.94 3·94 
2 ·6'\ 4·92 3·92 
5·59 4.86 3.87 
5·50 4·78 3·79 
5·39 4·69 3·70 
5.27 4·56 3·59 
5·16 4.43 3·46 
4·93 4.25 3·30 
4·74 4.07 3·12 
4· 50 3·86 2·91 
4.27 3·65 2·70 
3·99 3·39 2.45 
3.78 3·20 2.26 
3·43 2.88 1.93 
3·09 2.58 1.65 
2.74 2.28 1.41 
2 ·37 1.97 1.45 
1.97 1.69 1.40 
1.47 1· 30 1.07 
0. 12 0·90 0·71 
- ---- - ---
\oIL \oIL 
20 21 
1.13 
1·91 
2 .28 
2·34 
2·34 
2.29 
2.19 
2.08 
1.96 
1.80 
1.57 
1.32 
0·95 
0 ·39 
0·91 0 .68 
1.17 1.02 
1.17 1.03 
0.94 0. B6 
0.05 0.00 
WL WL 
22 23 
0.48 
0 ·95 0 ·90 
0·99 0·96 
O. tl4 0 .01 I 
0 ·55 0·52 
I 
i---> 
m 
~ () 
::x:-
~ 
~ 
. 
i---> 
t:\:) 
~ 
-J 
Stat10n Distance Height 
aft of of 
F.P. keel 
F.P. 0 10.00 
.!. 2.12 5·60 2 
1 4.25 4.03 
2 8·50 2.38 
3 12·75 1.58 
4 17·00 1.22 
5 21.25 1.04 
g 25·50 ().·89 
7 29·75 0·74 
8 34.00 0·59 
9 38•25 0.44 
10 42·50 0·30 
II 46·75 0.15 
12 51.00 0 
13 55.25 1·35 
14 59·50 1.72 
15 b3·75 2.10 
16 68.00 2.47 
17 72·25 2.84 
18 76·50 3·21. 
19 80·75 3.78 
20 85.00 3·95 
Stern-
post 88·50 4.26 
22 93 ·50 6.64 
23 97·75 8.52 
24 102.00 10.29 
25 106.25 ll·92 
26 llO·50 13·45 
27 ll4·75 14·91 
z8 ll9·oo 16·34 
A.P. 124.49 18.11 
TAllLE II. - HULL 0FFSJ:l'S OF LABGLEI TANK K)m:L 180 - Conclud,ed 
He1ght 
Height of hull 
Height of at 
of Jll8Ximum center 
chin .. beam line 
1 
10.00 
8.41 10·36 14.07 7·33 
7·42 10·30 . 15·46 5·5' 
6.06 10·36 17·17 3.1jo 
5·00 10·36 18·36 2.)~ 
4.23 10·36 19·16 1.18 
3.67 10.36 19·72 1.41 
3·30 10·36 20.12 1·27 
3·07 10·36 20·34 1.10 
2·92 10·36 20.48 0·96 
2.78 10·36 20·51 O.IX> 
2,63 10.43 20·51 0.66 
2.49 10·56 20·50 0·51 
a·59 10·72 20.46 0.36 
3·89 10·95 20.43 
. 4.13 ll.20 20·39 
4.33 11.50 20·34 
4.42 ll.84 20.28 
4.47 12.18 20.20 
4.47 12·57 2O.ll 
4.43 12.98 20.02 
4·37 13·41 19·91 
4.26 13·80 19. 83 5·94 
14·35 19·69 8.14 
14.83 19·90 9·80 
15·36 22.82 11.33 
15·89 12,70 
16.42 14,09 
17·00 15·55 
17·60 
---
._- ._-
---
Height below Jll8Ximum be_ Height above Jll8Ximum beam 
fl'om baas line 
Buttock 
2 3 4 5 
8.26 
6·70 7·30 
4.41 5·33 5·88 6.06 
3·09 3·84 4.48 4.88 
~·32 2.88 3·41 3·91 
1.90 2·33 2·16 3·19 
1.66 2.03 2.40 2·77 
1.48 1.84 2.20 2·51 
1·32 1.69 2.05 2.40 
1.17 1.54 1.90 2.26 
1.03 1.40 1.76 2.12 
0·89 1.25 1.61 1.98 
0·73 1.09 1.45 
6·95 
6.20 9.23 
5·99 8·30 11.06 
6.10 7·96 9. IX> 
7·65 9.22 ll.ll 
9·56 10·96 
10·99 12.42 
12·37 
13. 82 
-- -- -- --
fl'om baae line 
1 6 7 2 1 2 
13. 81 12·89 
15.27 14.68 
17·04 16.62 
18.24 17·87 
4.21 19·05 18·13 
3·57 19. 63 19 · ~ 
3·ll 3·29 20.03 19·74 
2·90 3.06 20.24 19·97 
2·75 2·92 20·39 20.10 
2.60 2.78 20.41 20.14 
2.47 2.64 20.42 20.14 
2·32 2·50 20.40 20.12 
20·37 20.07 
20·33 20.04 
20.29 .19.98 
20.23 i9.91 
9.38 20.17 19. 83 
20.10 19·73 
19·99 19.61 
19 · 8q 1'l.48 
19·76 19·31 
19·68 19·19 
19·51 18.94 
19·70 19:35 18.70 
21.95 19·71 18.39 
21.19 17·95 
21.8:> ~ 
19·55 
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Buttock 
3 II 
13·44 
15·83 14.49 
17·24 16.24 
18.16 17.29 
18. IX> 18.00 
19·23 18.47 
19·49 18·74 
19·64 18·91 
1'l.66 18.'l4 
19·66 18·93 
19·62 18·89 
19:;j7 18.81 
19·51 18·72 
19·44 18.63 
19·35 18.49 
19·24 18·32 
19·10 18.10 
18·92 17. 81 
18-:72 17.48 
18.47 17·00 
18.26 16.46 
17·81 
17·24 
5 
11.10 
14.63 
15.98 
16.83 
17·39 
17·70 
17:90 
17.<12 
17·90 
17. 83 
11 .73 
17·59 
17·41 
17·19 
16.88 
16.49 
15·89 
14-:92 
6 7 I 
1 
13·75 
15·03 
15·76 12·70 
6 .17 13·51 
116.41 13·93 
u6.4'i 14 .00 
6 . 41 13·88 
116.28 13·55 
116.09 12·99 
115.84 11.45 
5·50 
4·99 
4.12 
~ 
o 
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~ 
~ 
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'1gure 2. - anr;ley lank model 180 . General rJrr<l!l<jc'fflent . (D"nells/on::> n 10.) 
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Figure 9. - Model 180. Variation of trim and draft during landing. Gross load, 
94.3 pounds (165,000 Ib, full size); without power; ~f = 55°. 
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(a) Center of gravity, 30 percent M.A.C. 
Figure 10. - Model ISO-I. Variation of trim and draft during landing. Gross 
load, 94.3 pounds (165,000 Ib, full size); without power; Sf = 55°. 
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Figure 10. - Concluded. 
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Figure II . - Model ISO-/. Variation of trim and draft during landing. Gross load, 
105.7 pounds (IS5,000 Ib, full size); center of gravity, 40 percent mean 
aerodynamic chord; without power i ~f = 550 • 
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Figure 12.- Models 180 and 130-1. Trim limits of stability 
without power. Gross load,. 9+.3 pounds (165,000 lb, full 
size); ~f = 550 • 
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Figure 13.- Model 180-1. Trim limits of stability with power. 
(185,0001b, full size); 6f = 30°. Gross load, 105.7 pounds 
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Figure 15.- Model 180-1. Variatlon of trim with speed. Gross load, 105.7 pounds 
(185,000 Ib, full sjze); 6f = 300 ; full power. 
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Figure 18.- Model 180. Variation of excess thrust 
and trim with speed. Gross load. 94.3 pounds 
(165.000 lb. full size); bf = 300 ; center of 
gravity. 28 percent mean aerodynamic chord. 
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(a ) Langley tank model 180-2. Breaker strip on tail extension . 
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Figure 22. - Modifications on tail extension for spray control. 
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Fi9ure 24.- Lan9/ey tank models /80-4 and / 80-5. Spray 
strips on forc>60 dy. (DimenS ions are in in.) 
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